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Editor’s Note

Sakura Pink and Honey Gold were the 

colors in the  model’s wigs, the styling 

was very avant gard and the black lay-

ered bangs covering the models eyes seemed 

like a shield to protect their anonimity. 

The make up was less discrete.  The shades of 

pink tones were abundant.  The lips in a peony 

and tulip shade and a bubble gum blush tone 

applied to the cheeks.  

With their hair all tucked in inside the wig, the 

models wore the wigs as an armor.  Part of the 

look and part of the attitude needed to wear 

the  clothes in the runway.

Each one of the wigs was different from the 

others, all very particular and in their own way 

unique like each one of the looks we were 

about to see in the runway.

Patiently awaiting the moment to walk, the 

models gathered in a room upstairs for final 

touch ups before rehersal.



Backstage





h.Naoto AW15 collection embodied the 

very essence of visual kei with the titled 

of the collection being Milk and Blood a 

mixture giving the visual pink tones present in 

the collection.  

Think gothic clothing fused together with vi-

sual kei with bright and colorful pink replacing 

the dark liners and dark lipstick you usually see 

in goth fashion.

The collection featured graphic tees heavy 

with birth and death symbolism coinciding 

with the theme of the collection blood and 

milk.  Dark gray and green camouflage fabric 

composed with imagery of female silhouette 

in light against a black background, a detail 

nicely incorporated into the whole collection 

from Jackets, pants, skirts and detail pieces.

The collection was also abundant with acces-

sories ranging from facemask giving the mod-

els some anonymity, harlequinesque hats, fin-

gerless gloves which gave nice stylish touch to 

the looks, leather finger armor and some nicely 

styled walking sticks.

A plethora of graphic (CONTINUED ON PAGE 9) 
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Authoritarian look, aviator hat, walking stick ready for ex-
ploring.

A dressy kind of day- long military green dress with black 
ruffled layers and camouflage inserts.  Complete with hoodie, 
face-mask and long gloves. 



For the rain- navy blue raincoat with camouflage inserts. Avi-
ator hat, walking stick paired down with front lace up boots

Mysterious look- long duster coat over a graphic Tee and 
camouflage pants.  Very intricate face mask to match the look.





Determined, strong 
and bold is the look for 
h.Naoto AW15

Dark colors and graphic 
tees, hoods, face mask, 
harlequinese hats, gloves 
and walking sticks.  Make 
2015 a accesory ready 
season.

Trend Report



(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4) tees in black on white, 

gold on black, black   and white on pink with dif-

ferent designs ranging from skulls and crosses in 

gothic designs printed on the tees. 

H.Naoto did not spare any detail with the col-

lection, it was surely a pleaser to the guest who 

were at the catwalk presentation and most of the 

audience were eager to get their hands on the 

new collection for the AW15 season.  
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